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realism; the picaresque hero, unlike his high-born
analogue, comes consistently Into close contact with
realities—the less poetic the better: the crude
adventures of the highway, the gossip of the stage
coach, the bustle and life of the country inn. He
draws far more largely on the resources of the actual
traveller's records than the hero who eschews the
rabble, and moves only amidst an Idealized aristocratic
society dwelling in great and isolated castles. We have
a far more vivid picture of the Spain that Don
Quixote travelled than of the land that Amadis
visited ; and how living is the England through which
our own great picaresque hero Tom Jones travels !
Thus the travel element developed in two directions :
sentimental and satiric. But from Richardson on, the
new novel became still another thing : psychological.
It occupied itself pre-eminently with the minds and
souls of the people it described. The old novel of
outward progress and movement became subordinated
to the new novel of spiritual processes and experiences.
The interesting thing is, however, that we still do not
get very far from the fundamental basis of imaginative
narrative as essentially a record of travel. But whereas
the old heroes travelled in the body, the new heroes
travelled in the spirit. The two aspects are to be seen
side by side all through the eighteenth century. The
g
:eat novels of that age, whether English, French or
erman, are, when reduced to their ultimate elements,
travel books. They all contain two kinds of travel
—actual movement from place to place in the literal
sense, and travel through the realm of experience.
And into all this something else entered, hitherto
lacking in narrative literature : the element of growth,
of enrichment by experience of the world, by contact
and conflict with it, either in the flesh or in the spirit
of adventure. The old heroes for the most part left
off where they had begun. In spite of all they went
through, they remained the same. They rarely grew
wiser, for the hero of the early stamp was born fully

